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This short report is offered as
a a tool for use in Seve
eso inspectio
ons on LPG and LNG sittes. It highlig
ghts
ortant issues and suggestss questions that
t
could be
e incorporated
d into the insspection plan
n for a particu
ular
impo
site, ffor pre-planning or during
g inspections on site. It alsso gives guida
ance on deve
eloping, testin
ng and review
wing
onsite
p
It sugg
gests trends iin the LNG an
nd LPG indusstries that will affect the sites
s
e and offsite emergency plans.
and ttheir associa
ated risks in the future. Reflecting
R
the
e views and experiences of MJV partiicipants, various
typess of LPG and
d LNG sites that are nott Seveso site
es but do ap
ppear to rep
present majo
or risks are also
a
discu
ussed.

Natu
ural gas and petroleum
m gas are the
t
principaal
fossil‐fuel gasees that ariise from oil
o and gaas
duction. Th
hey are primarily natural gaas
prod
(pre
edominantly methane with som
me ethane),
prop
pane, and butane. They can be storred and used
under pressure in the gas phase.
p
Howeever, in many
casees the gas will be liquefied and may be
refriigerated to increase masss and energgy density, fo
or
ease
e of storage and transport. This repo
ort focuses on
thesse gases in
n liquid form. Their use is verry
wideespread. As environmental and cliimate‐change
policcies changee, these gasses are rep
placing many
othe
er fossil fuelss, because they are relatively “clean
n‐
burn
ning” fuels.
G and LPG sites are includ
ded in the Seeveso Annexx 1
LNG
Partt 2 [1] defined nameed dangerous substancce
“Liquefied flam
mmable gasees”, togetheer with othe
er
es. Lower tier classificatio
on is 50 tonn
nes and uppe
er
gase
tier, 250 tonness. The hazaards and rissks associate
ed
h these sitees are driveen fundamentally by th
he
with
physsical and chemical prop
perties of the substancees,
and their storage conditionss. The main hazards
h
derivve
m their flammability, succh that theyy can result in
from
fire and explosio
on, leading to
t catastrop
phic escalatio
on
inclu
uding vessel rrupture (BLEV
VE).

To discuss theese particular hazards,, the Cypru
us
pection and the Europeaan
Department of Labour Insp
mmission’s Jo
oint Research
h Centre
Com
This Seveso Insp
pection Seriess good practice report is a
summ
mary of a Sevveso Inspectio
on Series expe
ert report of the
t
same
e name. The fu
ull report can be
b found under Publications at:
httpss:// minerva.jrcc.ec.europa.eu
u
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Figgure 1: Number of LNG and
a LPG Seve
eso sites in 28
8
ou
ut of 30 EU an
nd EEA1 counttries

(JRC
C) hosted a Mutual
M
Jointt Visit (MJV)) workshop on
o
LPG and LNG siites for Seve
eso Inspectors from 26‐2
28
N
Cyprus. The pu
urpose of th
he
Septtember in Nicosia,
worrkshop was to share leessons learn
ned and goo
od
pracctice for risk managem
ment and inspection of
LPG/LNG sites within
w
Seveso
o countries. The worksho
op
o recorded various concerns of different states
also
about some de
evelopmentss and trend
ds. This sho
ort
ort is inten
nded to pro
ovide concise and earrly
repo
guid
dance for Co
ompetent Authorities (C
CAs) and theeir
fron
nt‐line inspectors, aboutt significant issues, trends
and information
n that arose at
a the MJV Workshop.
W
Seveeso sites asssociated with
h LPG and LN
NG in Memb
ber
Stattes and EEA countries
c
vary between none
n
and
1Euro
opean

Econom
mic Area (EEA
A) countries are
a Iceland and

Norw
way.

J
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1. Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG)

man
ny hundreds. There aree many morre LPG Sevesso
sitess than LNG. Although it is not possib
ble to identify
exacctly how maany Seveso sites are associated witth
LPG and LNG, many counttries have id
dentified LN
NG
e
Sevesso
and LPG storagee sites within the EU’s eSPIRS
dataabase.

Thee manufactture, imporrt storage bottling and
transport for pressurised
p
ng established
LPG is a lon
dustry in tho
ose countriess and region
ns where theere
ind
is no
n or limited
d natural gas distributio
on network. Its
usee as a road fuel
f
has grow
wn significan
ntly. It may be
pure propane, pure butanee or sold as mixture
m
in gas

s
in Figgure 1 abovee, there are well over 70
00
As shown
LPG Seveso sites and more than 150 LN
NG sites in EU
E
and EEA countriies. The number of sitees per country
es considerrably, from less than 5 to man
ny
varie
hundreds. Moreover, wo
orkshop datta from 16
1
ntries indicatte an additio
onal 11,000++ LPG sites an
nd
coun
nearrly 200 LNG sites in theese countriess that are no
ot
cove
ered by the SSeveso Direcctive.

w shows thee potential range
r
of sitees,
Figgure 2 below
con
ntainment and meanss of transsport. It will
w
com
mmence witth production from a reffinery or a gas
g
recception term
minal which may alreadyy be an upp
per
tier Seveso sitte, import by
b pipeline or
o ship, eith
her
preessurised or refrigerated. LPG marine tankers tend
to be smaller than
t
LNG tankers to facilitate region
nal
disstribution to smaller, more remote communitiees.
Botth the shipss and the te
erminals theey visit shou
uld
2
com
mply with SIGTTO
S
guid
delines but these do not
n
req
quire the more
m
sophisticated arran
ngements th
hat
aree found on
n the largee new LNG tankers and
terrminals. All these
t
source
es would feed bulk storage
wh
hich may be refrigerated
d at atmospheric pressu
ure
o
o
(‐ 43
4 C for Prop
pane and ‐3 C for Butane) or stored in
sph
heres or bullets at the ambient
a
tem
mperature with
preessure rangees from 4.0 – 13.0 bar fo
or propane and
0.0
0 to 2.8 bar
b
depend
dent upon the ambie
ent
tem
mperature. Itt may then be
b distributeed by road, rail
r
or pipeline to depots
d
for further local distribution
d
o
or

The age profile of sites alsso varied grreatly. Statees
o had large n
numbers of sites
s
tended to have olde
er
who
sitess, reflecting a gradual build‐up of su
uch sites oveer
time
e. For some states, both
b
LPG and
a
LNG are
com
mmonplace. In otherss, one or other maay
existt and insp
pectorates may
m
have little or no
n
expe
erience of tthe technolo
ogy and riskks when ne
ew
sitess are proposed or develo
oped.
The full detailed record of th
he MJV can be
b found on
website:
the EC Europa w
ps://minerva.jrc.ec.europ
pa.eu/en/sho
orturl/techniic
http
al_w
working_grou
up_2_seveso
o_inspections/mjv_lpg_aan
d_ln
ng [2]

Figu
ure 2 Map off the LPG indu
ustry and distrribution
2So
ociety

2

of Interna
ational Gas Tanker and Term
minal Operatorss

retailed as a m
mixture of both
pane and butane in gas
prop
botttles (cylinderrs) or dispossable
canisters with vvapour presssures
in between thesse figures. These
smaller depotts and filling
statiions may fall below the
Seve
eso lower tieer threshold.
Therre is also a growing usse in
impo
ort and distribution in
presssurised ISO containers. This
mayy be morre difficult to
mon
nitor and regulate. The
dive
erse and maature nature of
the industry means that there
t
erent
will be a series of diffe
partties owning the plant, the
LPG and havin
ng responsib
bility
s
operation, transferr and
for safe
transport. The O
OECD studiess into
own
nership chan
nge of chem
mical
plan
nts resultan
nt guidance [3]
Figure 3 Varrious types off LPG installattions
show
wed that the LPG site
distrribution
industry
was
partticularly prone to such changes, paarticularly th
he
end of the line d
distribution and
a retail ind
dustry.
2. Liquefied Na
atural Gas (LN
NG)

ell understoo
od, with flash
The hazard effeects are we
firess and explosion risks arissing from thee heavier thaan
air gas
g potentiallly spreadingg into congessted, encloseed
and occupied sp
paces with raapid flame front velocities
ng high overpressures with
w
possiblee catastroph
hic
givin
deto
onation, as w
well as jet fires from preessurised LPG.
Both
h liquid and gas phases have
h
very high heat fluxxes
lead
ding to the raapid heatingg and catastrrophic ruptu
ure
(BLEEVE) of bulk pressurised
d containment. Very largge
scale
e accidents occurred at Feyzin in France in 196
66
[4] and
a San Juan
nico in Mexiico City in 1984 [5]. Many
smaller scale incidents in
nvolved rail cars, e. g.,
g
orway in 200
00 [6], Viaregggio in Italy in
Lillestrøm in No
9 [7], and aalso in bottliing plants, e.g.,
e
Bedale in
2009
Englland in 1995
5 [8]. Despite
e the understtanding of th
he
riskss, emergencyy response personnel
p
co
ontinue to put
p
them
mselves at risk attemptin
ng to cool plaant to preve
ent
escaalation and many
m
have died
d
as a result. The rissks
from
m canister and aerosol filling maay have beeen
overrlooked butt could ressult in rap
pid sequential
ruptture of thou
usands of containers within
w
minuttes
caussing both immediate perrsonnel conssequences an
nd
posssibly unanticcipated widespread effeccts beyond th
he
site boundary.

LNG
G has been used commerrcially since the
t mid‐1960
0s.
For the greater part of that time,
t
LNG haas mainly been
d as a part of
o the bulk transport of LNG by ship in
used
gas carriers ove
er large disttances, in th
he absence of
suitable naturaal gas pipellines. Theree has been a
oduction of LNG with the
marrked increase in the pro
development off gas reservees in remotee locations and
upply for larrge consumeers
the augmentation of the su
ope driven by the vuln
nerability and
espeecially Euro
depletion of their existing sources. Gas reserves in
nd Mediterraanean may be
the northern North Sea an
e refrigerateed LNG at gas
g
developed for export. The
d terminals is the start point for the production
field
and supply of LNG
L
as show
wn in Figure 4. LNG cann
not
t
by pipeline. It will alm
most always be
be transported
locaated on a coastal sitee, either as a receptio
on,
proccessing or exxport termin
nal for gas reeservoirs or as
an import termiinal. It will bee liquefied by
b refrigeration
o
‐
C) and stored in inssulated doub
ble walled bu
ulk
(to ‐160
tankks at or ne
ear atmosph
heric pressu
ure, and then
tran
nsferred to gas
g carriers. This will be referred to as
RLPG for this rep
port.
The import marrine terminal is essentially the reverrse
t
export: reception of
o LNG from
m berthed gas
g
of the
3

Figure 4 Map of the LNG industryy and distribution

carriers, with bu
ulk refrigerated LNG storaage and eith
her
subssequent vaporisation to the gas phaase, for use or
transmission do
own a presssurised gass pipeline, or
furth
her distribution in smaller inssulated sem
mi
presssurised tan
nks. These are
a insulateed containers,
initiaally filled at minus 160oC which mayy progressiveely
rise up to minuss 110oC and 10 bar and are
a referred to
NG in this rep
port. It may be
b
as PLNG, i. e., prressurised LN
r
and rail
transported in specifically designed road
tankkers. It is also being sh
hipped in ISSO containe
ers
whicch may also be moved by sea provviding anoth
her
meaans of nation
nal import. This
T is a relattively new an
nd
deveeloping field
d and its devvelopment and
a addition
nal
hazaards specificcally discusssed in 2.2. In another
incid
dent, explossives stored
d in shippin
ng containe
ers
exploded when
n subject to a very high ambieent
temperature. Th
his was a casse where the civil storagge
ware of the nature of th
he contents of
facility was unaw
the containers

d
ho
ow
perfformed many LNG releasse trials to determine
it will
w and disp
perse but th
hese are high
hly depende
ent
upo
on the initial event, the spill contain
nment and the
energy availab
ble to vap
porise the liquid. The
umptions reggarding any event modelling should be
assu
cleaarly explained and criticaally reviewed
d in the Safeety
Rep
port.
Onee issue with LNG is that it is impracttical to add an
odo
oriser to it in
n liquid form
m. This mean
ns people may
m
not notice a sm
mall leak or appreciate
a
th
he spread off a
p
a greatter
large one and their expossure. This puts
pon fixed gaas detection which shou
uld
dependence up
l
and designed to
o identify a cryogenic gas
g
be located
clou
ud. There is also uncerttainty about the flash fire
and UVCE risk in open spaaces such as
a harbours. A
receent review by the UK HSE [9] sugggests caution
befo
ore entirely discounting UVCE for LLNG. Howeveer,
the increasing in
ndustrial and
d marine usee of PLNG may
m
d to its location and refillling close to
o buildings and
lead
occu
upied areas where the
ere could be a risk off a
conffined or conggested explo
osion.

G is associaated with its
The main hazaard of LNG
mmability (w
whether as a flash fire, pool fire, jet
j
flam
flam
me or even po
ossibly an exxplosion). Ho
owever, LNG
G’s
prop
perties suggeest that the flammabilitty hazards are
a
inhe
erently less than
t
those for
f LPG with
h lower flam
me
velo
ocities, overp
pressures an
nd heat fluxxes. The largge
inve
entories and the potentiial for catasttrophic failu
ure
of th
he containm
ment have givven rise to co
oncerns abo
out
veryy large heaviier than air cold gas clouds spreading
overr large distaances beforre heating sufficiently
s
to
warm up and disperse. The LNG industry has

The escalation risk with LN
NG may be lower than for
f
orage in do
ouble and full
f
LPG with robust RLNG sto
nks and miniimal pressure containme
ent
conttainment tan
to lead to vio
olent rupturre. It canno
ot be entire
ely
nt for PLNG tanks or RLP
PG
disccounted as a viable even
plan
nt and pipin
ng as both can
c sustain relatively high
presssure although the insulaation may reduce the riskk.

4

The cryogenic effects of the liquid LNG pose a risk
both of loss of containment and the effects on plant,
structures and people in the vicinity of any release. If
the equipment has not been designed to cope with
cryogenic temperatures, it may be vulnerable to
brittle fracture. Although not an LNG site, one well
known example of this is the Esso Longford accident
in Australia [10]. Cryogenic liquid gas arrived in a
section of the plant not intended to contain such
cryogenic fluids. It failed through brittle fracture,
leading to a major accident. Early in the history of
LNG shipping, small LNG releases at the loading‐arm
connection between gas carriers and marine
terminals lead to fractures of unprotected hull plate.
This was subsequently designed out by extending the
catch‐trays under the load arms to contain the LNG
spill to cryogenic compatible areas. Personnel in the
immediate vicinity of a cryogenic release have died
delaying warnings and immediate response.
Structures supporting critical plant, instrumentation,
monitoring and shutdown systems may also fail.

outer shell are designed to contain the liquid but
only the inner shell can contain the vapour. The
outer shell will be less than 6m from the primary
containment and is usually concrete .


A discussion on the relative risks is given in [14].
Storage tanks may be subject to Rollover. This effect
arises because natural gas is not a single component
fuel but a mixture of methane, ethane and other
hydrocarbons depending upon the source. Storage
and transportation can result in weathering where
the lighter components preferentially vaporise further
increasing the proportion of heavier components and
the density. This can also cause stratification within a
tank with the lower density LNG below the higher
density. It can cause a rapid release of LNG vapour as
a result of the spontaneous and turbulent mixing of
stratified layers of different densities of LNG in a
storage or cargo tank, particularly when filling a
partially filled tank. SIGTTO have published detailed
guidance on the phenomenon, how it occurs and how
to manage it [15]. There are 2 main aspects to the
management of rollover. Firstly, the storage needs to
be designed to both cope with rollover by providing
adequate relief system capacity (to avoid failure of
LNG containment), and also provide filling
arrangements to allow stratification to be avoided in
operations. Such relief venting of LNG (methane) is
undesirable but a lesser event than wholesale loss of
bulk LNG containment, and a far larger LNG release.
The second issue is that operational measures should
be in place to identify circumstances likely to give rise
to stratification of stored LNG, and operate the plant
to avoid it. Examples include the storage of LNG from
different sources, the weathering of an LNG parcel or
the creation of nitrogen‐induced stratification.

2.1. Refrigerated LNG (RLNG) Sites

The growth in LNG Import has led to public concern
about the scale of hazard and risk perceived to be
associated with storage and transport of “vast”
quantities of “highly flammable” gases, and typically
this is still raised when new RLNG installations are
proposed. Despite over 50 years of experience or
shipping and storage of RLNG, only a few major
accidents have occurred, and most of those were in
the industry’s early years. This is no doubt due to the
generally high standards that the industry has
developed and implemented, as prescribed in the
SIGTTO presentation and codes of practice [13], NFPA
59A [11], EN 1473 [12] and all its subordinate and
connected European standards. There is still some
uncertainty about the real likelihood of a catastrophic
release, given the good operational historical record
and relatively limited data and operational
experience, particularly in Europe, concerning the
likelihood of more serious events. Flat bottomed
tanks would be designed to be one of the following,
each with a pressure rating of around 0.5 bar.


Single Containment where only the inner shell is
designed to contain the liquid with a non‐
pressure rated outer shell for the insulation and a
bund or dike to prevent uncontrolled spillage.



Double Containment where both the inner and

Full Containment as double containment except
that the outer shell and roof can contain the
vapours in the event that the primary
containment fails.

The interface between the LNG carrier and the
terminal is the other major risk source with the
loading arms and connection being a potential source
of large bore release and catastrophic failure of the
hull or terrorist attack potentially leading to loss of
the tank integrity. SIGTTO, the society of gas tanker
and terminal operators have been instrumental in
producing and implementing high standards and good
practice for all aspects of design and operation.
5

Compliance with their standards gives reassurance
that these risks are being managed effectively [13].

gas network.
The Seveso Directive is not clear on the classification
of these facilities and whether they come within the
Directive. It may be a national decision how to
address their regulation and enforcement, whether it
comes under marine and transport of dangerous
goods or under Seveso. There may be additional
aspects to any risk assessment and management such
as the ship to floating facility interface, and the
interface with land based storage and processing. The
facilities are likely to be designed and built outside
the country in which they are to be located and this
may require processes that assure that the design and
construction have been carried out to minimise the
risks of release and a major accident.

The interface between the LNG carrier and the
terminal is the other major risk source with the
loading arms and connection being a potential source
of large bore release and catastrophic failure of the
hull or terrorist attack potentially leading to loss of
the tank integrity. SIGTTO, the society of gas tanker
and terminal operators have been instrumental in
producing and implementing high standards and good
practice for all aspects of design and operation.
Compliance with their standards gives reassurance
that these risks are being managed effectively [13].
In the event that there is a catastrophic release of
LNG onto the sea surface or a large volume of liquid
such as a bund, Rapid Phase Transition can occur. In
the presence of a significant source of heat, almost
always water, the LNG rapidly changes phase from
liquid to vapour. RPT has also occurred when LNG has
leaked into drip trays under ship manifolds This
requires a large amount of energy to be taken up
from the water but does not involve the ignition and
burning of the natural gas: a “cold” explosion. The
hazardous effects are the blast wave from the
explosion that can propagate either in the air or
water. Experience of accidental effects is fairly limited
but it is speculated but not proven that, for example,
an LNG release onto the sea could cause significant
damage to the underwater hull of a gas carrier.
Avoiding releases is perhaps the most obvious risk
reduction measure. In addition, keeping water out of
areas that might receive accidental LNG releases will
avoid RPT making the release event worse. Examples
are the drip trays under cargo manifolds and bunded
areas around single containment tanks.

2.3. Partly Pressurised LNG (PLNG)

The MJV identified the established use of partly
pressurised LNG, PLNG for industrial and marine use
in the Scandinavian countries. It is also being actively
marketed in other parts of the EU, particularly the UK.
It uses the technology already established for other
liquefied gasses, oxygen for hospitals and liquefied
nitrogen of cryogenic use and refrigeration with its
storage in double skin vacuum insulated tanks at
pressures of up to 10 bar and temperatures of up to
minus 110oC. The liquid is vaporised in heat
exchangers as required both for consumption and for
maintaining the tank pressure. A typical facility is
shown in the picture below.
The increased demand is partially due to the
environmental aspiration to reduce the carbon
footprint. Worldwide, probably the most significant
change is in the general shipping industry, where the
IMO (International Maritime Organisation) is moving
to phase out heavy sulphurous fuel oils, with initial
proposals to phase them out in in the Arctic by 2020
[16]. LNG appears to be the favoured option and it is
already in use in ferries in Norway and refueling has
started in the UK and other countries. This is likely to
lead to a very significant increase in demand in ports
and the need either for a permanent storage facility
or supply by road or rail with direct refueling from
tankers or ISO containers. Although without the
Seveso remit, very useful guidance is given in the IMO
IGF code on the Safety for Ships using gases and other
low flashpoint fuels [17].

2.2. Floating Refrigeration and Storage of LNG

Recent trends in the LNG industry are leading to very
large integrated floating processing, refrigeration and
storage barges and to the use of LNG carriers as
permanently moored storage facilities. These may be
moored several miles offshore if there is a benign or
sheltered environment or to a purpose built jetty.
They may receive and dispatch RLNG cargoes either
with loading arms and arrangements to the SIGTTO
standards [13] or may use simpler ship to ship
connections which may not benefit from as effective
safeguards. They may export RLNG or PLNG to shore
or else vaporise it for transmission into the national

6

Its use
u is increaasing in indu
ustry and rem
mote
com
mmunities where PLLNG can be
transported to regions which
w
havee no
dom
mestic piped gas supply. It would ap
ppear
thatt this growtth could bee outpacingg the
deveelopment of effective regulaation,
guid
dance and iindustry cod
des of pracctice,
partticularly in ccountries where
w
it is being
b
intro
oduced forr the first time. Thiis is
partticularly relevvant to the understandin
u
ng of
the hazard effeccts which wo
ould be esseential
e
sitee risk assessm
ment and deefault
for effective
reco
ommendations for sitingg and separaation
distaances.
he industriaal use is being
b
At present, th
moted by th
he major LN
NG operators in
prom
each
h country. They would appear
a
to offfer a
com
mplete service of design, siting, supp
ply of
the facilities and delivery of
o the PLNG
G but
day responssibility for safe
the day to d
NG is
operation will liie with the user. The LN
usuaally deliverred by roaad tanker and
transferred under pressure to vertical tanks
t
in th
he case of in
ndustrial usee or to dediccated
tankks on ship
ps and fe
erries. Typically
indu
ustrial sites h
have a large single
s
tank which
w
wou
uld be sited to
t have both
h road accesss and
reassonably proxximity to thee consumerss. An
exam
mple is show
wn in Figure 5.
5

Figure 5 A typical PLNG gas supply fo
or an industriaal facility (C.
Sandqvisst, MJV Workkshop [2])

The growth in itts use for industry does not appear to
havee been matched by the understaanding of the
speccific hazard effects
e
and this
t appears to undermine
the reliability of
o risk assessments. Att present, the
quid releasees,
effeects of preessurised crryogenic liq
o
typically 10 barr and ‐110 C are less weell understood
n those for atmosphericc RLNG. Thee pressure will
w
than
givee greater rele
ease rates and
a spray formation whiich
mayy result in a jet fire or 100% vapo
orisation of an
uniggnited releasse and a biggger gas cloud
d, or there may
m
be liquid drop
p out and pool formaation. Anoth
her
our of the storage tan
nks
uncertainty is the behavio
wheen damaged or exposed to fire. Losss of the outter
vacu
uum contain
nment will give
g
higher h
heat input and
vapo
orisation. In
n a fire this may cause much greatter
heat input but the contributtion of the double skin and
the insulation iff present maay significantly reduce the
r
i.e., BLEVE bu
ut it may not
n
posssibility of rupture,
elim
minate it. Gaas compositio
on and impu
urities such as
the proportion of ethane and other heavier gasses
oo.
incrreases the rissks in RLPG and may afffect PLNG to

w LPG, the siting, ownership and responsibiliity
As with
for the
t PLNG sto
orage may not
n reside wiith the facto
ory
own
ners, ratherr with thee gas sup
pplier or an
a
intermediary disstribution co
ompany. Theey would also
be responsible
r
ffor the fillingg, inspection
n and servicing
of th
he facilities with that ge
enerally bein
ng carried out
o
thro
ough single man operaation, the driver
d
of th
he
delivvery truck. H
However, the
e site managgement will be
b
resp
ponsible for the day to day
d operatio
on, the contrrol
of acctivity and emergency reesponse. Unllike LPG, PLN
NG
relie
es upon insu
ulation, usuaally a vacuum
m, to limit th
he
heatt input and boiloff. With
hout it or co
onsumption of
the gas, the preessure would rise abovee 10 bar wiith
nted to atmosphere. This requirres
the excess ven
nd the deliveery
proccedural controls both byy the user an
drive
er to control the pressurre and temp
perature of th
he
tankker and storrage tanks. If left for several
s
wee
eks
with
hout drawofff, it will evventually req
quire relieving
the pressure and
d venting thee gas to the atmosphere
a
.

7

3.1. Owne
ership, accountability and responsibilityy

The lack of an o
odoriser mayy increase thee risks to loccal
ugh delayed warnings
w
if there
t
is no gas
g
perssonnel throu
dete
ection. Thiss uncertain
nty about the hazard
know
wledge was reflected in the MJV an
nd may hind
der
effective risk asssessment.

b
sectorss is such thaat the primaary
The nature of both
b
LNG and
d LPG will co
ome from larrge
bulkk supply of both
well established
d companies who are com
mpetent in the
nagement of
o major acccident hazards. They will
w
man
prob
bably provide part or all of the national supply and
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inspection and testing may be contracted out and
limited to pressure systems. One explosion on an
industrial consumer’s site resulted from failings
during the pressure testing of the storage bullet.

particularly on coastal sites. Corrosion under
insulation on a refrigerated LPG plant almost resulted
in a catastrophic release in the UK. In other cases,
operation of seawater based deluge systems caused
corrosion under the cementitious passive protection
on the legs of a Horton sphere.

Much of the MJV focused on the distribution and final
use of the LPG and LNG. While this may fall outside
the Seveso notification, it is likely that the depot and
distribution companies will be responsible for the
siting, filling and integrity of the end users plant,
particularly for PLNG. The engineers and managers
setting up the client’s industrial site and the delivery
drivers will be the primary points of contact. Through
these relationships, there is an opportunity to
influence those end user risks even though they are
unlikely to be Seveso sites.

The layout of the site and the adherence to defined
vehicle routes, parking, loading, laydown and storage
areas contribute to minimising the likelihood and
escalation of an initial incident. This is particularly
important in cylinder filling and distribution depots
where the uncontrolled movement and laydown of
cylinders has caused accidents involving fork lift
trucks with the subsequent sequential rupture of the
cylinders travelling offsite and endangering of the
bulk storage. The spread of a gas cloud through a
series of banks of cylinders could lead to highly
turbulent flame fronts and high explosion
overpressures, possibly up to detonation requiring
precise definition of the locations, arrangement and
maximum numbers of cylinders that can be stored on
site. The storage of gas canisters and aerosols should
be examined as there may be thousands within
warehouses and a small fire could escalate very
rapidly with the almost simultaneous rupture of the
entire inventory.

3.2. Quantities, site layout. location and storage
arrangements

The potential for harm is a function of the quantities,
storage pressures, the number and arrangement of
the storage of cylinders and the proximity to people.
The largest quantities by far will be the atmospheric
refrigerated storage tanks. Modern arrangements
would normally be double walled cylindrical tanks
with the outer wall capable of containing the entire
inventory in the event of inner tank failure but older
LPG tanks may be single skin with limited
containment by the bunds or dykes in the event of
catastrophic tank failure as occurred in Umm Said in
Qatar in 1977 [18]. Large scale pressurised LPG
storage would be in Horton spheres containing 100 –
6000 tonnes or in arrays of bullets each containing
several hundred tonnes. There is potential for
escalation with either type of storage resulting from
fire engulfment or explosions, particularly from the
heavier LPG if it spreads into congested or enclosed
areas or offsite. Catastrophic escalation is a primary
concern with pressurised LPG storage where there are
a number of storage vessels with domino escalation
and rupture as in Mexico City or fail due to loss of
structural support. The most recent practice for
pressurised LPG sites is to mound bullets but this is
not universal and has not necessarily been applied
retrospectively.

Gas detection is a key requirement in the absence of
an odoriser in LNG to facilitate early warning and
initiate Emergency Shutdown. With effective tank
integrity and protection from fire, the potential for
loss of their contents is governed by the speed,
effectiveness, and protection from harm of the ESD
valves. Failure to maintain and test, or reliance on
manual intervention, magnifies the risk from a
downstream release.
3.3. ISO containers

The increasing use of ISO containers both for LPG and
PLNG is of concern. It will not be clear who owns the
containers and the liquefied gas within it, how they are
tracked, shipped, stored, inspected and where the
contents are used. There appears to be no limitation
on the numbers of containers which may be stored
together. They will fall outside the Seveso directive and
possibly outside national LPG and LNG regulations. It is
possible that quantities far in excess of the Seveso
lower threshold could be stored at container ports, or
on trains. It is also feasible that LNG import in ISO
containers is the first way in which LNG would be
introduced to a country which has not used it before

The construction, age and inspection of the tanks will
dictate the likelihood of failure. The age of some LPG
vessels and RLPG tanks means that they may have
been constructed to older standards, that their
inspection and testing has been overlooked if the site
has changed hands and that they may be corroded,
9

and that it will become a primary means of PLNG
supply for ships. It requires vacuum insulated
pressurised tanks.
The ownership of the tanks and contents and the
responsibility for them while in transit or storage may
be an area of uncertainty both for the ports and the
regulators. A filled PLNG ISO container may take days
and possibly weeks before there is sufficient heat
ingress to cause the relief systems to vent, but it will
eventually do so, with the discharge at pressures
around 10 bar and temperatures of ‐110oC. In most
cases, the rate of release may not be sufficient to offer
a significant risk if ignition or fire loading but,
conversely, it may not be noticed due to the lack of an
odoriser or detection. Damage to the outer vacuum
shell or heat from another source could lead to much
higher heat input giving greater relief rates and the
relief valves may not be sized for that heat input. ISO
containers are likely to be stacked and the frames are
unlikely to be passively protected. A fire would lead to
their rapid weakening and toppling of the whole stack
with possibly catastrophic vessel failure. Emergency
response is also likely to be hindered by the container
port layout.
3.4. Operational procedures and practices

The existence and use of good practice for design,
operation, and integrity management will depend
upon the type and attitude of the duty holder. It
should be well established in RLNG sites with the use
of SIGTTO guidelines in marine terminals. Good
practice may not have kept pace with some of the new
developments such as the use of floating liquefaction
and storage close to shore or at jetties. It has been
difficult to find established national, corporate or
accepted industry practices about the storage, siting,
filling and operation of PLNG facilities. When these
become available, they should mirror those which are
established for LPG.
Careful operational controls are needed for the safe
transfer of both LPG and LNG to prevent overfilling,
rollover and overpressurisation. These need to be
augmented by accurate metering both on trucks and
plant, level indication, and weight sensors. The age,
ownership, and competition of the LPG distribution
industry could undermine the use and compliance with
good operational practices. Complacency is a threat and
there is considerable evidence of single person working,
particularly where drivers are responsible for loading
and delivering the gas. Their competence and

compliance with effective procedures is critical both on
the Seveso loading depots and at the customers. The
use of trucks with integral transfer pumps further
compounds this situation requiring the truck engine to
keep running during transfer with no means of shutoff
and isolation other than the driver who may be
incapacitated by the initial incident [M. Goethals, MJV
Workshop [2]]. In the case of LNG, there is also the
possibility that a lone operator could be incapacitated
by the cold and asphyxiation. At least one fatality has
been attributed to the release of cold PLNG at a vehicle
refuelling station in the US.
LPG bottling plants will depend on manual processes
and handling with semi‐automated filling lines, manual
handling, and fork lift trucks. Canister and aerosol filling
is likely to be fully automated. The storage
arrangements, locations and limits for the numbers of
LPG cylinders and canisters should be clearly defined as
these are a source of release, increase congestion which
could increase potential explosion overpressures and
would rupture in a short time when engulfed in fire.
4. Inspection strategy

The national inspection strategy will need an overview
of the whole picture of LNG and LPG as outlined in
Figures 2 (page 2) and 4 (page 4).
4.1. LPG Inspection
LPG is likely to be a long established and diverse
industry with a number of companies sharing
responsibility for production, importation, transport,
bottling and distribution with blurred responsibilities.
Older plant built to earlier standards may not include
modern detection process control and shutdown
systems. It may have changed hands, and have
deteriorated with limited inspection and certification.
Change of ownership or complacency may have
undermined to safety culture and the implementation
of effective safety management. A first step would be to
identify all of the players in the industry and those that
cooperate or work within Seveso sites and to develop a
strategy which will examine all of those who have direct
or indirect responsibility.
4.2. LNG inspection

Conversely, LNG is a developing and evolving industry. It
may already be established with the building of RLNG
import terminals or liquefaction plant if there are
large offshore natural gas fields. Most large marine
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terminals will be relatively new and those that are
older should have an established track record. The
use of pressurised LNG for industrial and marine use
and for local domestic supply has become established
in a few countries and is being actively marketed in
others. In the early days, it is likely to be managed and
operated by the primary LNG importers and
producers but this is not necessarily the case,
particularly if it is imported in ISO containers. It would
be prudent to develop a good relationship with the
main companies to identify how and where the
industry is growing, who is involved and to ensure
that the latest standards and knowledge are being

applied for bulk storage transfer and use on site.
4.3. Sites operating without the Seveso Directive

The strategy should identify not only the primary
Seveso sites but the ownership and responsibility of
the plant, gas and transport. It should identify the
interfaces with other regulations and regulators and
those sites which have major LNG and LPG hazards
operating without the Seveso III Directive. The MJV
participants identified a number of such sites handling
bulk LNG and LPG facilities and operations that posed
a major accident threat. As many of the participants
have responsibility for these activities, their

LPG Site Inspection Questions


What national regulations cover LPG sites, including those without Seveso and do you liaise with their inspectors?



Who owns the site and who has overall responsibility for the plant and operations?



Does the site have support in the management of hazards from a corporate industrial organisation or is it an SME
without specialist backup?



What codes of practice and industrial guidelines does the site follow and base its management systems upon?



Does the site layout separate the bulk storage from vehicle movements, long and short term parking, cylinder
storage and filling plants?



What industrial and residential property is within range of portable cylinders and bullets if they rupture in a fire?



Have all pressure systems been inspected and tested and how has this been carried out with mounded bullets?



What is the design of any RLPG tanks, their age, condition, and inspection history and do they have full secondary
containment around the shell?



Have structures and pressure systems which are underground, insulated or covered in passive protection been
examined for external corrosion, particularly coastal depots?



How is the vacuum on double skin PLNG tanks monitored and is the external skin routinely inspected for
damage?



Can the relief system on vacuum insulated PLNG tanks relieve the vessel if the vacuum is lost?



Are there procedures for emptying LNG tanks or making them safe if there is a refrigeration or insulation failure?



Where flexible hoses are used for LPG transfer, who is responsible for their condition, integrity and testing and
are they satisfactory?



Are there designated storage areas for full and returned cylinders, as well as limits on the numbers, and does the
site comply?



Is there effective access control and monitoring of all personnel and activity on site, particularly if contractors,
customers, and suppliers work on site?



Is the site clean and well-ordered with close control and monitoring of all activities and movements on site?



What is the minimum manning for the site and for any hazardous operations such as road tanker filling?



Are all road tankers used for supply and/or distribution owned and operated by the site and if not, what duties do
the drivers carry out on site and what are the arrangements for assuring their competence?



Are there processes for inspection and recertification of returned cylinders



The gas is heavier that air and will not disperse easily. Where is it likely to spread and accumulate taking into
account the topography and local wind conditions?



Are the gas detectors and process sensors that will raise alarms and isolate the release from the main
inventories?
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LNG Site Inspection Questions


What is the current scale and pattern of use of LNG and how is it likely to develop in the future, particularly
PLNG?



Who are the main companies and do they control or have responsibility for all aspects from
import/production to consumers?



Where other companies are responsible for the distribution and consumers facilities, do they have broad
experience in major hazards and LNG and what international and corporate standards do they use?



Are they aware of the hazards and hazard effects of LNG such as the gas dispersion and cryogenic effects on
people?



What planning and layout guidance is used regarding the siting of PLNG consumer’s tanks and does this give
adequate separation from occupied areas?



What systems and procedures do they work to and how is the competence of critical personnel such as
tanker drivers assured?



Are all pressure systems and hoses suitable for cryogenic temperatures?



How is the composition of the LNG (ethane content) monitored and are the operators aware of any hazards,
such as rollover or rapid evolution of gas that could lead to overpressurisation or release?



Is there pressure relief for all piping systems? What could be isolated and how are unrelieved systems and
hoses purged before use?



What standards are used for the construction and insulation of PLNG tanks, ISO containers, and road
tankers?



How is the vacuum on double skin PLNG tanks monitored and is the external skin routinely inspected for
damage?



Can the relief system on vacuum insulated PLNG tanks relieve the vessel if the vacuum is lost?



Are there procedures for emptying LNG tanks or making them safe if there is a refrigeration or insulation
failure?

experience and concerns are shared here. Some
operators consciously size plant or arrange transport
and storage such that either the sites are either below
the Seveso tier thresholds. In some cases, the fixed
storage, for example at industrial LNG or LPG
consumers, is below the lower tier Seveso threshold
but the total quantities on site exceed it when the
road tankers are connected for topping up, a time of
the greatest hazard. The specific concerns about
PLNG are discussed in that section. The hazard effects
could be the same as for Seveso sites with large heavy
vapour clouds spreading away from the source with
the potential for flash fire and explosion. However,
the consequences could be more severe as the lack of
Seveso permissioning and oversight may allow siting
of the facilities such that the gas cloud could spread
into occupied buildings and factories which would
have ignition sources and the confinement which
could result in catastrophic fatal explosions.





and local domestic use
Bunkering of ships and ferries with LNG
The use of rail sidings to store bulk LNG and LPG in
railcars
Transport and storage of ISO containers of LNG,
particularly the storage of multiple tanks in
container ports

The use of ISO containers has the potential for
uncontrolled import movement and use of both LPG
and LNG. It may not be brought to the attention of
inspectors. It would be prudent to alert national
regulators covering the transport of hazardous goods
and non‐Seveso LPG/LNG sites so that the pattern of
use can be identified and property regulated.
Sets of checklist questions are given here for each.

5. Emergency response planning

The following were identified as requiring a realistic
siting risk assessment and effective regulatory
oversight:


Good emergency response can only be based on a
good understanding of the type, characteristics, scale,
timing, and potential for harm of the events that are
reasonably foreseeable. In major emergencies, the

LNG and LPG bulk storage and use for industrial
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external emergency services will become involved,
whether or not external emergency plans are required
by the Seveso Directive. Prior communication of
technical information about hazard effects, including
site familiarisation visits is essential. Selection of
appropriate emergency scenarios is a key input to
generating and exercising realistic and effective
emergency response plans. There is a balance to be
struck between those events that are more likely and
those that are more serious. In the end a judgment
needs to be made, bearing in mind the details of the
site installation and the results of risk assessments of
the installation. Both the site and external ER plans
should be based upon the hazards and their effects
specific to the site in the safety reports. These can be
judged against the general hazard effects for LPG/LNG,
as appropriate. It is critical that the potential for
catastrophic escalation such as BLEVE is identified and
communicated including the circumstances under
which it could occur. If there is doubt about the quality
of information from the operator, it could be checked
against other consequence assessments. The EU JRC
provides both consequence and event tree examples
for LPG and LNG [19].

major concern of the MJV participants about all
aspects of ER response for such sites. The increasing
dependence upon single man working and their
vulnerability to the initial incident is a major weakness
in ER for these smaller sites. This will also have a direct
effect on the time when the alarm is raised and in turn
the response time of the emergency services, the risks
to them and their effectiveness.
Three types of event should be considered:
1. A large scale unignited gas leak extending beyond
the site boundary
2. A smaller event, fire, or gas leak with the potential
for explosion which has the potential to escalate to
a catastrophic event
3. A catastrophic event which has occurred or is
ongoing
In the first case, detection and the isolation of the
source of the leak from the primary storage or marine
inventories is paramount, together with the
prevention of ignition. This would be difficult to
manage if the gas spreads to domestic housing but
roads, other industrial sites and harbours should be
considered. This will require close cooperation
between the site personnel and the external
emergency services including the coastguard for
coastal sites.

Any ER to control and mitigate the event is entirely
dependent upon notification and briefing by site
personnel. These general issues are even more
challenging for ER on “unmanned” or “low‐manned”
sites. Given that this is how part of the LPG and LNG
industries are developing in some states, this was a

In the first case, detection and the isolation of the

Questions for Emergency Response Planning and Capability


Are the ER plans based on credible and well assessed events?



Have all relevant external ER services been consulted in preparation of the off-site plans including fire, police,
medical and, for coastal sites, the coastguard?



How do site and external ER services liaise during the incident so that they remain informed and updated and
can assess the situation?



How are adjacent industry and local inhabitants warned about a gas leak and what is their advised response?



Is effective ER jeopardised because of low site manning?



Who has site responsibility for ER on industrial LNG/PLNG sites, ports, and container depots?



Do the ER plans cover unignited, smaller and catastrophic events? Has the potential for catastrophic
escalation and its timing been considered in the planning?



Has the rapid failure of gas cylinders, canisters and aerosols been appreciated in the plans?



Do internal and external ER teams carry out a dynamic risk assessment and discouraging futile hazardous
intervention?



Is there effective passive protection, mounding or double containment on the main storage?



Are there means to assess the operation and effectiveness of critical control and ESD systems?



Are there arrangements to make the plant safe and secure or dispose of any remaining hazardous inventory?
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source of the leak from the primary storage or marine
inventories is paramount, together with the
prevention of ignition. This would be difficult to
manage if the gas spreads to domestic housing but
roads, other industrial sites and harbours should be
considered. This will require close cooperation
between the site personnel and the external
emergency services including the coastguard for
coastal sites.
In the second case, detection followed by a
combination of the inherent strength of the plant, fire
protection, both passive and active, and the isolation
of the primary sources is critical. Typically mounding
of bullets, fully inspected passive fire protection, and
automatic shutdown and isolation systems are key to
controlling these events. This is primarily the duty of
site personnel but external services may be called to
assist once the operation of safety systems has been
confirmed.

The full effects and potential range of catastrophic
vessel rupture, sequential canister rupture in
warehouses and confined or congested explosions
should be appreciated by all those responding.
5.3. Critical detection, control and mitigation
systems

In the absence of sufficient personnel to ensure that
alarms are raised, emergency systems activated and
external ER personnel are briefed, there will be greater
dependence upon the following engineered systems.
However, these will only be effective for the particular
circumstances for which they have been designed. Their
role and effectiveness should be verified during site
inspections. It should be practical for both the site and
external ER incident controllers to access this
information and the status of critical systems during
and incident, for example, in a safe control room or at
the main gate. Typical systems that may be used include
the following:

In the third case, the ER should focus on preserving
the lives of those beyond the site boundary, limiting
access and managing evacuation.



General Site Surveillance (CCTV of the site and
immediate vicinity, boundary security)



Detection Systems (Process alarms, fire and gas
detection)



Control Systems (Emergency shutdown, process
and storage tank isolation)



Bunding and Spill Containment and Disposal
Arrangements (Outer RLNG/RLPG concrete tank
shells, bunds, dikes, vaporisation/burn‐off pits)



Passive Protection Systems (Mounding over
bullets, passive protection of structural supports
and vessels, blast resistant control rooms, ESD
valve boxes)



Active Protection Systems (Fire pumps, deluge
systems)

5.1. Off-site emergency response

There are 2 main strands to the off‐site issues. Close
prior liaison with public emergency services (ES) will
be
essential.
Previously
agreed
effective
communications between the operator and the public
ES will be critical. Appropriate means of raising the
alarm will need to be carefully agreed between the
operator and the public ES. In the absence of site
staff, the public ES will need to have much more
detailed knowledge of the site and its safety systems,
as well as information from the safety report (if any).
All of this will need to be provided ahead of any
emergency, as there will certainly not be enough time
to provide it once an emergency has occurred.
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